ANGEL INSIGHTS EXCHANGE
November 8-9, 2016 in Nashville

Join ACA in Nashville for a truly unique event for ACA members. The Angel
Insights Exchange provides a deeper dive into key topics for angel investors
and also provides more opportunities for interacting with speakers and other
attendees than any other event. This is the time to ask the questions you
really need help with – and/or share your insights with colleagues!
The Angel Insights Exchange will not only highlight the Nashville startup
scene – which recently was ranked #5 in entrepreneurial growth in the US –
but will also have two tracks with keynote sessions that bring everyone
together:


Leading Angels and Group Leaders – This is a chance to hang
around like-minded angels in a really significant way. Many are the bigthinkers who are definition the future of angel investing. And as ACA
Chair Christopher Mirabile notes, it is also the best and only place for
angel group leaders to talk about the crazy business of running an angel
group.



All Angels – Angels of all experience levels will dig into the key trends
and practices of angel investing, like deal terms, building liquidity and
exits, and how the new crowdfunding market affects angels.

If you’re newer to angel investing, this is a good chance to talk with peers
and get a peek at what the very top angels in North America are thinking
about. And always connect with colleagues in the hallway – or at networking
dinners – about deals you’re considering.

TWO TRACKS AND INTERESTING PLENARIES
INVESTOR BEST
PRACTICES TRACK

GROUP
LEADERS TRACK

Get ideas from your colleagues on which
accredited platforms are right for you,
effective due diligence, and tactics to
boost returns after the check. Find
answers - what are the questions for
angels to ask of crowdfunded companies?

Running an angel group is a unique job.
This is the only place for angel group
leaders to compare notes and get new
tips that will let them sleep more at night.
Grow your group and your job
satisfaction.

PLENARY
TOPICS

Learn how Nashville has become a
powerhouse startup community, what
kinds of deals top VCs are getting in the
Southeast region, what the US elections
might mean for angels, and also ask the
entire audience for advice on key issues
for you in the moderated unconference.

SESSION HIGHLIGHTS
The Angel Insights Exchange brings together 150 of the top angel investors from across
North America with angels from the Southeast region. Expect the following content:








Alan Bentley
Assistant Vice
Chancellor,
Vanderbilt University

Sessions that dig deeper into topics such as the latest in term sheets – and the
different kinds angels need to be aware of
Audience discussions of individual topics via roundtables and other interactive
means
How angels should deal with crowdfunded companies
Case studies of angels and angel groups working with online accredited platforms
Insight into what election results mean for angels
Plenty of networking time – formal and informal
Keynotes by successful leaders who have built a successful ecosystem for startups
and the healthcare industry
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REGISTRATION AND LOGISTICS
SCHEDULE:

Registration opens on November 8 at 9:00 am and concludes at 2:00 pm on November 9 .

REGISTRATION:

https://events.angelcapitalassociation.org/2016aie
ACA members: $325

MEETING VENUE:

Nashville Public Library Conference Center, 615 Church St – downtown Nashville

ACCOMODATIONS:

We also encourage ACA members to use HotelStorm to find local discounted rates with the discount code
ACASAVINGS. There are also a number of hotels in the area including: Sheraton Nashville Downtown
Hotel, Renaissance Nashville Hotel, The Hermitage Hotel, and Homewood Suites.

ACA PARTNERS

EVENT HOSTS

EVENT SPONSORS

MARKETING PARTNER

